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Waley says, Murasaki has 'a pre-eminent capacity for
saying the most relevant things in the most effective
order'.
The success of the novelist set a fashion, and Murasaki's
daughter and other women of the Court began to write.
Notable are the Tillow Sketches', Makura-no-Soshi, of
Sei-shonogon, a diary of minute and sometimes amusing
impressions of an acute mind, which have had a great
vogue in Japan. The authoress, a lady-in-waiting, calls it
'A record of what I have seen and felt, jotted down to
solace the loneliness of my life and home, not written for
the eyes of others'. Like a picture by Botticelli (upon
whom a Japanese has produced perhaps the best com-
mentary yet written) the Tillow Sketches' are full of quaint
details—the emperor's dog is being punished for fighting
with his cat, and the foibles and vanities of the Court are
not missed by her quick eye, which notes all the little telling
details that less gifted artists ignore. Her lyric translated
below reveals this keen humour. She tells much of the last
decade of the tenth century, of Buddhist ceremonies and
courts, of incantations and spirit possession, of picnics
and pilgrimages, above all of her own whims and moods.
These writers are distinguished by the quaint 'delicacy' of
their minds, noted by all the Europeans who have studied
them, from Xavier to Hearn. An Eshin among reli-
gious painters and a Murasaki among secular novelists
—these reveal the true spirit of eleventh-century Japan,
a spirit of refinement and charm in danger of effeminacy,
of an eager search for novelty.
With the exception of wars against the Ainu there was
nothing to distract the Court of this era from the task of
imitating and assimilating the culture of the mainland; and
when communication with China was interrupted they
showed vitality and genius in adapting what they had bor-
rowed. Thus side by side with frescoes of Indian pro-
venance, with T'ang and Silla works of art, we see Japanese
originality asserting itself in authentic and original sculp-
ture-and architecture. The straight tiled roofs now take

